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ABSTRACT

An assessment of aelt spreading in the Mark I systea has been
carried out using the MELTSPREAO-1 computer code together with
supporting analyses. Application of MELTSPREAD-1 confirms the
calculation of shell survival in a wet containaent for the aost
probable melt release conditions from NUREG/CR-5423. According to
MELTSPREAD-1, a dry containaent also aay not be threatened by aelt
spreading. This reflects the heat losses undergone by the aelt in
the process of spreading to the shell conservatively neglected in
NUREG/CR-5423. However, there exist paraaeter ranges outside the
most probable set where shell failure may be calculated. Accounting
for the breakup and quenching of aelt relocating through a deep
layer of subcooied water also conservatively neglected in NUREG/CR-
5423 can reduce the set of paraaeter variations for which
containment failure is calculated in the wet case.

INTRODUCTION

Studies of the risks associated with U. S. Mark Boiling Hater Reactors
(BURs) have focused attention on postulated severe accidents involving core aelt,
core Material Migration into the reactor vessel lower plenua, vessel lower head
failure, and aelt release into the containaent. Of aajor interest is whether or
not core and structural materials can accumulate inside the pedestal and relocate
horizontally under the influence of gravity, or spread, all the way to contact
the containment shell and cause shell failure. In the Peach Bottoa Z and 3 Nark
I units, the spreading aelt is free to exit the pedestal through a single doorway
to enter the annular region between the pedestal and containaent shell (Figure
2). Although the containment shell is located only 2.6 aeters (8.6 feet) from
the doorway, the spreading aelt will be subjected to significant heat losses as
the result of upward heat transfer to overlying water and downward heat transfer
to underlying concrete. Heat removal from the spreading Material will tend to
lower its temperature and promote freezing. Assessaent of tfv» potential for aelt
to spread to the shell and to cause shell failure thus requires the calculation
of a number of interrelated physical processes.

An assessment of the containment shell conditional failure probability in
the event of meTt release into the dryweil has been carried out by Theofanous et.
al. in NUREG/CR-5423 (1989) usinq a probabilistic framework. While NUREG/CR-5423
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presents an extensively documented and Methodical treatment of the shell
vulnerability problem as well as providing approaches and solutions for many of
the processes involved, a simplified treatment of melt spreading was employed.

In particular, for rapid melt release rates, NUREG/CR-5423 applied results from
one-tenth scale simulant material experiments utilizing water as the spreading
fluid. These results do not include the effects of melt freezing nor thermal and
chemical interactions with either the underlying concrete or overlying water that
would be present during spreading in the actual Hark I system. For slow melt
release rates, melt was simply postulated, in a parametric fashion, to spread
over a specified portion of the drywell floor area.

A computer code, MELTSPREAD-I, has been developed at Argonne National
Laboratory under Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) sponsorship to
calculate the transient spreading of core and structural materials inside reactor
containments (Farmer, Sienicki and Spencer, 1990). MELTSPREAO-1 incorporates
models for the basic processes involved in the spreading of reactor materials
over a steel or concrete substrate. The code currently accounts for: gravity-
driven flow; melt freezing, immobilization, and remelting; concrete heatup,
decomposition, and gas release; concrete melting, entrainment, »nd intermixing
with the spreading melt; enhancement of heat transfer to overlying water or
underlying concrete due to sparging decomposition gases; chemical oxidation of
melt metallic constituents; spreading of melt over previously spread material;
and two-dimensional heatup of the shell due to forced convection and impingement
heat transfer front spreading melt adjacent to the shell.

There were numerous conservatisms in the approach used in MJREG/CR-5423 to
calculate the melt spreading and containment shell heatup behavior. In general,
the conservatisms can be grouped into three categories. First, there are the
conditions of melt release from the reactor vessel following failure of the
vessel lower head. Currently, the various in-vessel codes and models predict a
wide spectrum of melt release conditions, particularly with regard to melt
release rate. In NUREG/CR-5423, the wide variations in the calculated melt
delivery rates were treated by defining two widely differing "scenarios." The
first, Scenario I, is based on results obtained from then-current MAAP
calculations and assumes a rapid initial release of mainly oxidic core melt
materials followed by a slow long-term release of mainly oxidic materials. In
Scenario II, based upon Oak Ridge model calculations, the release consists of a
more gradual initial release of mainly moltsn stainless steel and zirconium
metals followed by a somewhat slower long-term release of mostly oxides. A
second type of conservatism involves the interactions that the melt undergoes
while relocating downward from the reactor vessel to the pedestal floor. The
conditions of melt arriving upon the pedestal floor may be quite different from
the conditions of melt release at the rer-tor vessel due to the effects of melt
interactions with the principally control rod drive-related structure located
below the reactor vessel as well as water residing on the drywell floor. The
effects of such interactions were conservatively neglected in MUREG/CR-5423. The
third type of conservatism involves the melt spreading dynamics which
conservatively ignored heat loss processes (to overlying water and the concrete
substrate) during spreading.

The objectives of the present work are to evaluate the conservatisms made
in the probabilistic assessment of NUREG/CR-5423 and determine the major
sensitivities to parameter variations in melt release conditions and melt



instability processes.

For an initially 15 centimeter diaaeter jet corresponding to the aost
probable aelt release conditions of Scenario I fro* NUREG/CR-5423, the jet
splashes in the structure for the first 30 seconds. Of the 106000 Kilograas
released in the 189 second long initial release phase, 6500 Kilograas freezes in
the structure during the 30 second splashing stage and 10400 Kilograas falls into
the Mater as drops that break up into smaller droplets that largely freeze to
fora particulate. Thereafter, aelt enters the water layer as a coherent jet
calculated to undergo significant partial erosion and freezing but a portion of
the Melt still iapinges upon the suap covers in a jet •ode. At 52 seconds,
localized plate meltthrough allows the aelt regaining in the fora of a jet to
enter the suap region such that aelt iapinges upon the suap floor. At the end
of the initial release phase, 43700 Kilograas of aoiten coriua has filled the
suaps, another 28200 Kilograas has arrived as aolten droplets or aelt jet, and
27600 Kilograas has irrived as solid particulate. In the 8800 second long-ten*
release phase of Scenario I that involves release rates nearly two orders of
aagnitude lower than the initial phase, the jet is calculated to initially break
up and freeze completely in the water layer. However, the extent of quenching
and breakup progressively decrease as a moundlike accumulation of frozen coriua
develops beneath the vessel and the local effective water depth decreases.

For Scenario II, a negligible mass is calculated to be retained in the
structure. Following the 15 second long period of splashing in the structure,
the mainly metallic aelt jet undergoes partial erosion in the water layer but
still iapinges on the suap covers causing cover plate aeltthrough at 420 seconds.
At the end of the 12000 second initial release phase, 38700 Kilograas of aolten
aaterial has filled the sumps, another 113000 Kilograas has arrived as aolten
droplets or jet, and 72000 Kilograms has arrived as particulate. The aelt jet
is calculated to be initially completely broken up and solidified during the
subsequent 13000 second long secondary release phase. However, material
accumulation effects again ultimately decrease the extent of quenching and
breakup.

Thus, melt-water interactions are not calculated to be effective in
completely breaking up and freezing the melt released in either Scenarios I or
II. However, partial breakup and quenching are predicted such that the released
materials arrive as a liquid-solid slurry having a reduced temperature.

HELTSPREAD-1 ANALYSIS APPROACH

To meet the objectives of the present study, a large number of cases were
defined summarized in Tables 2 through 4. Cases 1 through 4 correspond as
closely as possible to the spreading scenarios addressed in NUREG/CR-5423. These
calculations employ the reference melt release conditions representing most
probable values from NUREG/CR-5423 (Table 1). Both Scenarios I and II as well
as wet and dry containments are calculated. These calculations provide a
prediction of shell heatup for conditions similar to NUREG/CR-5423 but using a
detailed mechanistic analysis tool (MELTSPREAD-1) that is largely independent of
the methodology followed in NUREG/CR-5423. Consistent with the approach followed
in NUREG/CR-5423, the calculations include the effects of meltthrough of the sump
cover plates and melt collection in the sump volume but neglect melt retention



spreading phenomena. In addition to the application of MELTSPREAD-1, supporting
analyses involving the compilation of BUR Belt release conditions and
calculations <** below-vessel interactions are carried out.

BUR MELT RFLEASE CONDITIONS

Table i shows melt release conditions for Scenarios I and II corresponding
to the Most probable values determined fro* NUREG/CR-5423. Various in-vessel
accident progression analyses predict release conditions different from those in
Table 1. In order to determine the extent by which specific melt release
conditions differ from those selected in NUREG/CR-5423, the results of in-vessel
analyses were compiled and documented. For the initial release phases of
Scenarios I and II, Figures 2 and 3 present the comparison of model and code
predictions versus the most probable values from NUREG/CR-5423. Three
calculations are represented in these figures: (i) a HAAP 3.OB Rev. 6.05
calculation for a BWR-3 subjected to the simultaneous loss-of-off site power and
loss-of-injection contributed by J. R. Gabor (Gabor, Kenton & Associates); (ii)
an APRIL Hod 3 calculation for a BUR-4 ATUS sequence received from M. Z. Podowski
(RPI); and (iii) a recent ORNL model calculation for a short term station
blackout in the Peach Bottom BUR-4 units contributed by S. A. Hodge (ORNL).

Aside from differences in the mass released during the initial phase, the
melt superheat and release rate calculated with HAAP 3.OB both exceed the most
probable values for Scenario I from NUREG/CR-5423 by a significant amount (Figure
2). The extent of in-vessel zirconium oxidation predicted by HAAP 3.OB is also
much lower than the most probable value from NUREG/CR-5423 (Figure 3}. In
contrast, APRIL Hod 3 predicts a lower release rate and zero superheat relative
to NUREG/CR-5423 but a similar extent of in-vessel oxidation. APRIL Mod 3 also
predicts a greater proportion of metal in the released melt mixture than assumed
in Scenario I. This reflects the inclusion in the released material of melted-
in, above-core stainless steel structure calculated by APRIL but not considered
in NUREG/CR-5423. HAAP 3.OB also predicts the presence of stainless steel
constituents in the released melt not included in the melt composition assumed
for Scenario I. The results of the recent ORNL model calculation are in fairly
close agreement with the most probable values from Scenario II with the exception
of the superheat of the released melt constituent phases.

ANALYSIS OF BELOW-VESSEL INTERACTIONS

An analysis of the effects of below-vessel melt-structure and melt-water
interactions was carried out. The analysis accounts for the progression of
phenomena involved in the relocation to the floor of a corium jet released from
a single localized failure in the lower head: melt jet interception by a below-
vessel structural member; freezing-induced melt retention within the structure
(Figure 4); dripping of melt drops off of the structure; breakup and quenching
of the drops in the water layer on the floor; meltthrougl. of the intervening
structural member by jet impingement heat transfer; as well is the breakup and
quenching of the subsequently unimpeded melt jet in the water layer (Figure 5).
Also calculated are the consequences of the melt-water interactions upon the
occurrence and timing of melt jet impingement-induced heatup and meltthrough of
the carbon steel sump cover plates located beneath the vessel at the dryweil
floor elevation. Melt-jet water interactions were calculated using the recently
upgraded THIRHAL code developed at Argonne (Wang, Blomquist, and Spencer, 1989).
The breakup of drops dripped form the structure is predicted based upon Taylor



in the below-vessel structure as well as quenching of the Belt as it passes
through water on the pedestal floor.

Cases 5 through 41 comprise a sensitivity study for Scenarios I and II.
The purpose of the sensitivity study is to determine where the Major
sensitivities to parameter variations in w i t release conditions and melt
spreading phenomenlogy lie. Having identified what conditions or modeling
assumptions to vary, special attention has been devoted to determining the range
within which the value of a particular variable say lie or, at least, the lower
or upper end of the range. The intent here is to preclude the calculation of
variations that lie outside of physically realistic bounds and, at the same tine,
understand the relationship of the assumed variation relative to the realizable
range. For each pertinent case, the range or either the upper or lower end of
the range is included in Tables 3 and 4. Also, the basis for each particular
variation is given. For most of the uncertainties examined, only one variation
is performed. The present study does not £« so far as to delineate the
dependency of the spreading behavior upon a particular variable throughout the
possible range. In fact, it Might be desirable to determine such dependencies
for the more sensitive variables at a later date.

Melt is assumed to relocate from the reactor vessel as a single circular
jet having a diameter of 15 centimeters (6.0 inches). Due to the effects of melt
jet impingement-induced heat transfer, the jet locally melts through the sump
covers. Prior to the local meltthrough time, all of the arriving materials
collect upon the caver plates. Following meltthrough, the jet penetrates through
the hole in the covers and collects inside the sump region. For those cases
incorporating the effects of below-vessel interactions, a portion of the melt is
assumed to be eroded from the jet to form droplets and particles that continue
to accumulate as a slurry on the remaining intact part of the plates. When the
sumps are completely filled up, meltthrough of the cover plate thickness
sandwiched between the melt in the sump arid overlying corium is assuaed to
immediately occur and the plate carbon steel is added to the material accumulated
inside the sump region.

The configuration of the Peach Bottom 2 and 3 Hark I units is assumed for
all calculations. MELTSPREAD-1 calculates the spreading of materials through a
one-dimensional spreading geometry. Figure 4 shows the nodalization scheme
employed for all cases except Cases 13 and 19 that examine the sensitivity to
speculation about "tunneling" from the pedestal doorway to the shell and are
carried out using the nodalization shown in Figure 5. Inside the pedestal,
radial mesh cells are defined concentric with the centrally located jet
impingement point. The first four nodes correspond to a radial representation
of the rectangular sump region having the same total volume contained by the
sumps.

SCENARIO I REFERENCE CASE

Figures 6 through 9 illustrate the calculated spreading behavior for the
Scenario I wet containment reference case (Case 1}. In the spreading profiles
(Figure 6), the horizontal axis represents the distance along the one-dimensional
spreading pathway through which materials spread inside the drywell. In
particular, zero distance is equivalent to the center of the cylindrical pedestal
and a distance of 20 meters corresponds to the rear of the drywell annul us behind
the doorway. Plotted on each figure are the calculated local elevation of the



substrate plus immobilized material layers, the actual Belt height (with gas
sparging-induced level swell effects), the collapsed melt height (without level
swell effects included), and the temperature of spreading melt. By 10 seconds,
the Melt that impinges upon the center of the sump cover plates has spread over
the plate area as well as the surrounding concrete pedestal floor and has just
flowed through the thickness of the pedestal doorway. The melt temperature has
decreased to oxide liquidus a short distance from the jet impingement zone and
continues to decrease fro* the liquidus tt a value soaewhat above the oxide
solidus over the extent of the pedestal and doorway. Between the liquidus and
solidus, the melt is assumed in MELTSPREAD-1 to consist of a liquid-solid slurry
in which solid particles ire intermixed with the molten metal phase (i.e., molten
zirconium) and remaining liquid oxide. At 16 seconds, the impinging melt jet
locally melts through the sump covers creating a circular hole through the cover
plates. Beyond this time the impinging jet passes through the hole eroded
through the plate thickness and the released melt collects inside the sump
region However, the surrounding portion cf the sump covers is still intact and
the melt that has previously collected atop the covers and pedestal floor
continues to spread. By 20 seconds, freezing of the oxides at the leading edge
of this spreading melt has resulted in immobilization of the leading edge
material and formation of a "dam" immediately outside the doorway. At 57
seconds, the sump volume becomes filled with two-phase corium resulting in
•eltout of the cover plate thickness and incorporation of the melted plate steel
into the melt. As melt released from the vessel continues to collect in the sump
region, the melt layer above the sumps increases and intermittently exceeds the
height of the immobilized material adjacent to and in the pedestal doorway. Melt
overflows the immobilized layer and spreads to about half the distance from the
pedestal to the shell by 70 seconds. By 100 seconds, the height of melt
continuing to collect in the sumps significantly exceeds that of the surrounding
immobilized material such that significant flow over the immobilized layers is
calculated. The advance of the spreading front involves successive cycles of
melt flow over previously immobilized material, melt flow over bare concrete
beyond the immobilized material, freezing at the leading of edge of the spreading
melt, and continued melt flow over the newly immobilized material at the leading
edge. In this manner, melt first reaches and contacts the containment shell at
110 seconds. By 160 seconds, material is calculated to have spread over 73
square meters of the drywell. A plan view showing the extent of melt spreading
at this time is presented in Figure 7. This turns out to be the maximum extent
of material spreading that is calculated by HELTSPREAD-1. The spreading melt is
calculated to have undergone a significant reduction in temperature by the time
that it reaches the containment shelf. This is illustrated by Figure 8 that
shows the time dependent temperature of melt (that has not been immobilized or
frozen) and the collapsed depths of melt as well as immobilized material in the
node immediately adjacent to the shell impingement point. The melt that first
reaches the shell at 110 seconds is rapidly frozen contributing an immobilized
layer about 1.5 centimeters in depth atop the underlying concrete. However, melt
rapidly overflows the immobilized layer increasing the total collapsed material
depth to 12 centimeters at 210 seconds shortly after the completion of the
initial rapid release phase. The oxide phase of this melt is subsequently frozen
and immobilization takes place at about 285 seconds. The temperature of the melt
adjacent to the containment shell is initially just slightly greater than the
oxide solidus temperature. However, the temperature rises to a value 155 degrees
Kelvin above the solidus at 193 seconds. The temperature boundary condition for
convective heat transfer from the melt to the crust formed on the containment
shell is taken equal to the temperature of the slurry initially contacting the



shell. The calculated containment shell inner surface temperature at various
elevations above the original concrete floor substrate is shown in Figure 9 for
the first 1000 seconds. The shell inner surface temperature at heights of 3.2
to 4.6 centimeters above the concrete is calculated to attain a local maximum of
1420 degrees Kelvin at 280 seconds. This is well below the assumed carbon steel
melting temperature of 1811 degrees Kelvin. After the oxide melt adjacent to the
shell freezes, the temperature is calculated to continue to rise to 1490 degrees
Kelvin at about 950 seconds due to thermal conduction effects.

Following the completion of the initial rapid release phase at 189 seconds,
the melt release rate falls dramatically from 560 to 7 Kilograms per second and
the upper surface attains a more or less uniform elevation in the drywell region
outside of the sumps. In this region, the continuing heat losses result in melt
immobilization such that the oxide material outside the sumps undergoes freezing.
Melt located in the outer part of the sump region is also calculated to
immobilize. However, the central nod'! of the sumps into which the melt draining
from the reactor vessel is added remains above the solidus throughout the
calculation. Thus, the MCCI in this region is calculated to continue with the
melt in a bulk slurry state. The gradual release and collection of melt at 7
Kilograms per second is accompanied by a much reduced spreading potential. The
melt spreads only a short distance before being immobilized and frozen due to
heat loss effects. In the calculation, the immobilization of melt atop
previously immobilized material gives rise to a growing wall of frozen material
retaining melt in the central part of the sump. HELTSPREAD-1 calculates that
this danlike wall of frozen material and the MCCI pool upper surface continue to
grow until reaching the 0.7 meter water depth. The resulting local absence of
heat losses to water results in an increase in the penetration of melt that flows
down the central wall outer surface and over previously immobilized material in
the pedestal. By 9000 seconds when the melt release from the vessel permanently
ceases, melt released during the long-term phase is calculated to penetrate as
far as part of the way through the pedestal doorway. However, this prediction
is not completely realistic because a retaining wall of immobilized material is
not likely to remain stable. In particular, MELTSPREAO-1 calculates that the
material in the inner part of the wall layer thickness undergoes remelting. At
8000 seconds, a maximum temperature of 3530 degrees Kelvin is calculated inside
the wall retaining the central MCCI zone. This reflects the inability of the
heat transfer mechanisms to remove the energy generated by decay heating inside
the thick laysr. The problem here is that once melt is immobilized, the
immobilization criteria currently programmed into MELTSPREAO-1 do not permit
material comprising the immobilized layer to commence flowing again until the
temperature of the uppermost substrate heat transfer node rises above the
relevant solidus. Thus, while nodes below the uppermost one have remelted. the
material remains immobilized. In reality, the physical phenomena associated with
internal remelting of a previously frozen layer are currently uncertain. If the
immobilized material contains sufficient porosity, then the melt formed might be
continuously and immediately released to spread at a gradual rate consistent with
decay heating-induced melting. On the other hand, a central cavity of
superheated melt might form that is released suddenly. This situation would be
analogous to the formation and release of an in-core molten pool surrounded by
thick crusts that has been postulated for the Three Mile Island Unit 2 accident.



SCENARIO II REFERENCE CASE

Case 2 is the reference case for Scenario II that involves melt release at
only 19 Kilograms per second in the initial phase and 11 Kilograms per second In
the long-term phase. The initial release in Scenario II involves a mainly
metallic zirconium-stainless steel mixture with a low proportion of oxides
followed by the release of mostly uranium and zirconium oxides in the long-term
phase. Only a very small mass of melt is released and immediately frozen atop
the sump cover plates before localized jet impingement-induced meltthrough of the
sump covers is calculated at 11 seconds. The initial release stage thus
effectively Involves melt collection inside the sump region until it becomes
filled at 1080 seconds. Gas release from the sump concrete substrate and
sparging of the melt pool in the sumps causes the melt upper surface to
temporarily rise to a greater height than the surrounding pedestal floor. Part
of this melt spreads to about halfway between the pedestal doorway and the
containment shell (Figure 10) and freezes. However, the depth of this frozen
layer does not exceed a maximum of 1.1 centimeter calculated at the leading edge.
The continued collection of melt inside the sumps causes the pool upper surface
to permanently rise above the surrounding floor. However, at the low release
rate, the melt overflowing the sump boundary is immobilized due to heat transfer
to water and the substrate after traveling only a short distance inside the
pedestal. This gives rise to the formation of a retaining wall of largely frozen
metal above the outer portion of the sump region and the surrounding pedestal
floor. This wall serves to contain an increasing level of melt inside the
central portion of the sumps. Thus, the behavior here is analogous to that
predicted during the long-term release phase of Scenario I in that the formation
of a moundlike accumulation beneath the reactor pressure vessel consisting of an
annular wall and molten central cylinder is calculated. The height of the mainly
metallic mound rises to essentially the 0.7 meter water depth before further melt
radial penetration beyond the pedestal commences by 6000 seconds. Temperatures
inside the immobilized retaining wall are calculated to locally rise above the
solidus temperature of the metal phase. However, the temperatures do not exceed
the metal liquidus and, in fact, remain closer to the solidus. For example at
12000 seconds, a peak temperature of 1700 degrees Kelvin is calculated relative
to the solidus and liquidus temperatures of 1610 and 1810 degrees Kelvin,
respectively. This is a very different situation than in Scenario I where
temperatures hundreds of degrees above the material liquidus were calculated.
The principal difference here is the lower decay heat source of the mainly
metallic mixture initially released in Scenario II relative to the predominantly
oxidic composition that is released throughout Scenario I. After the retaining
wall height reaches the water depth, melt continues to collect in the central
MCCI pool region, overflow the surrounding wall of immobilized metal, and flow
down the wall outer surface to spread inside the pedestal. By 10000 seconds,
melt is calculated to have spread through the doorway. When the initial release
phase that involves mostly metallic melt ends at 12000 seconds, material has
spread roughly halfway between the pedestal doorway and the containment shell.

Since the superheat of the released melt remains constant in time, the
temperature of the released mainly oxidic melt in the long-term release phase is
much higher than the mainly metallic melt in the initial phase. The height of
the MCCI pool continues to rise as the retaining wall continues to grow by the
freezing of oxide atop the previously immobilized metal. The oxide melt spreads
over the frozen metal and eventually reaches the containment shell at 15400
seconds. This results in the presence of an immobilized layer adjacent to the



shell having a depth of 2 centimeters (Figure I2J. The resulting shell thermal
transient is characterized by a peak shell temperature of about 900 degress
Kelvin (Figure 12). Although the released melt is mainly oxidic, the higher melt
temperature results in melting of the underlying immobilized metal substrate over
which the melt spreads. Entrapment and intermixing of the melted metal with the
oxide produces a metal-oxide mixture in which the metal becomes the dominant
phase. Thus, the material that contacts the shell is actually a predominantly
metallic mixture having a temperature between the metal phase liquidus and
solidus temperatures. The mixture in this regime is a slurry consisting of
frozen oxide, frozen metal, and liquid metal. The metal-oxide slurry spreads
over previously immobilized material in the drywell resulting in formation of a
thick immobilized layer 30 to 40 cent-meters thick that extends to beyond the
containment shell by 220CQ ssconds. The -naximum spreading extent is attained at
21000 seconds and corresponds to the sane spreading extent calculated for the
Scenario I reference case. Over a iCCO second interval, the material depth
adjacent to the shell risss frox 3 to 36 caniimeiers. The shell thermal
transients associated with the -epeatsc contacts with the soraading melt and
subsequently immcbilizec matsr-ial are characterized by a peaK shell tamperatura
of 1230 degrees Kelvin at 211GQ saccncs.

Melt release frsm the reactor /zssal causes at 250C0 seconds. The
temperatures within the frozen layer inside the drywell annul us generally l"e
below the metal phase solidus. Thus, t-e layer next to the containment shel"
represents a stable configuration in which the internal heat generation is
removed by upward heat transfer to overlying water snd downward heat transfer
into the concrete substrate. In contrast," MELTSPR^AD-l also calculates the
growth of a 1.7 meter high, mainly oxidic retaining wall inside the pedestal near
the termination of melt release. Temperatures as high as 3100 degrees Kelvin are
calculated inside this wall. As discussed for Scenario I, this type of
configuration in which highly superheated TIC]tan material is indefinitely treated
as immobilized is not realistic.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSES

In order to reveal the extent of sensitivities to parameter variations,
several figures of merit have beer, employed to compare the various cases. The
most important ones are the maxi-urn floor arsa coversd by the spreading melt
(i.e.. the "spreading area'1), the max:-urn depth of material adjacent to the
containment shell, the maxix.urn temperature of material next to the shell, and the
maximum shell temperature rise attained. These figures of merit for all of the
cases are included in Tables 5 and 5 that summarize the major results for
Scenarios I and II, respectively. For reference, key floor areas inside the
Peach Bottom 2 and 3 containments are presented in Table 12.
The sensitivity of the maximum spreading area for the Scenario I variations is
also shown in Figure 13a. Hers the percent change in the spreading arsa relative
to the reference case (Case 1} is plotted versus the extent by which each
particular condition or model ing assurcction is varied with respect to the
possible range of the parameter. Specifically, the extent of variation is
defined as
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where

e * extent of variation,

x = value of variable assumed in calculation,
xref * value of variable assumed in reference case,
x ^ = maximum possible value of variable,
X,,,-,, = minimum possible value of variable.

A positive extent of variation generally corresponds to an increase in a variable
(e.g., an increase in the molten superheat of the released melt). A negative
extent of variation generally represents a decrease (e.g., a decrease in the
melt-to-substrate heat transfer coefficient). The objective of a plot such as
Figure 16a is to attempt to compare sensitivities on an approximately equal
footing with regard to the maximum extent over which a particular variation
represents a realistic uncertainty or conservatism.

The only case found to significantly reduce the calculated spreading area
for Scenario I is the assumption of an immobilization criterion based upon a
maximum slurry solid volume fraction of 0.6. For the reference melt composition
of Scenario I, freezing of the oxide phase nominally immobilizes the melt at a
solid volume fraction of approximately 0.8. This reduction in spreading area is
highly significant as it totally precludes melt from reaching the containment
shell. Increases in the melt spreading area are most sensitive to the
assumptions of a more metallic melt composition representative of the inclusion
cf above-core stainless steel and lower retention in the sump volume. The
inclusion of above-core steel results in the melt metal phase volume fraction
exceeding that of the oxide phase. Thus, melt immobilization requires the
freezing of the metallic phase in addition to the oxide enhancing the spreading
penetration. Elimination of retention in the sump volume effectively increases
the melt mass/volume spreading on the floor thereby increasing the area covered
before the additional spreading melt immobilizes.

Figure 13b shows the maximum depth of material (spreading plus immobilized)
calculated immediately adjacent to the shell. A greater peak depth does not, in
general, correlate with a lesser spreading extent. This is a consequence of the
transient nature of the spreading processes. Figure 13c shows the changes in the
maximum temperature of melt adjacent to the containment shell. Plotted here is
the change in the temperature difference between the peak melt temperature and
the oxide phase solidus temperature. The maximum melt temperature next to the
shell is most sensitive to lower sump retention and lower downward heat transfer.



Figure 13d shows the sensitivities of the Maximum containment shell inner
surface temperature for Scenario I. Specifically, the percent change in the
shell temperature rise above the initial temperature is plotted. Three
variations are calculated to result in shell meltthrough: zero sump retention,
lower downward heat transfer, and a lower spreading angle representative of a
tunneling flow between the doorway and shell. The assumption of a stable crust
formation freezing mode results in a shell inner surface temperature above the
carbon steel melting temperature. However, only surface melting is calculated;
melting does not extend into the shell thickness. As discussed earlier,
eliminating retention in the sump effectively increases the mass of spreading
material and eliminates intermixing with the melt pool in the sump giving rise
to greater melt depths and melt temperatures next to the shell. Decreasing the
downward melt-to-concrete heat losses also raises the temperature of melt
arriving at the shell, decreases the erosion of the sump and drywell floors,
reduces melt retention in the enla.ged sump cavity, and decreases enhancement of
the melt viscosity due to entrainment of eroded concrete slag. Decreasing the
spreading angle increases the spreading layer depth and velocity between the
doorway and shell that has the net effect of increasing both the depth and
temperature next to the shell. The assumption of stable crust formation results
in the calculation of a greater melt temperature arriving at the shell due to
lower heat losses in the presence of a crust as well as lower viscosities due to
reduced concrete slag entrainment. In general, the calculation of shell melting
correlates with significant increase in the melt temperature next to the shell.
Significantly, the shell temperature is calculated not to rise above melting for
the case of a dry containment.

Figure 14 show the sensitivities determined for Scenario II. The maximum
melt spreading area is most sensitive to the immobilization criterion; for this
variation melt never reaches the shell. Significant reductions in the maximum
spreading area are also obtained for the assumption of zero decay heat, lower
melt superheat, lower sump retention, rapid chemical reactions, lower upward heat
transfer, and lower downward heat transfer. The calculation of a smaller extent
of spreading when the heat losses are decreased at first seems counter-intuitive.
Decreasing the heat losses increased the maximum spreading area for Scenario I.
However, Scenario II involves the spreading of mainly oxidic melt over
immobilized metallic material. Decreasing the downward heat losses reduces the
remelting of underlying metal thereby decreasing the extent of intermixing of
entrained metal into the melt. This results in a greater solid oxide volume
fraction in the spreading melt tending to decrease the penetration. Shorter
penetrations in turn enhance the formation of thicker layers of immobilized
material. It is observed that the cases for which the smallest extent of
spreading is calculated are also those resulting in the largest material depth
immediately adjacent to the containment shell. In none of the cases is the shell
temperature predicted to exceed the carbon steel melting threshold.

Finally, Figure 15 shows the sensitivities for Scenario I for all of the
cases that include the effects of melt-structure and melt-water interactions
during relocation from the vessel to the pedestal floor. These cases are more
realistic than those discussed previously because the previous calculations
largely ignored the realistic interaction effects. The four variations
encompassed in Figures 15 are those that previously resulted in the calculation
of shell inner surface temperatures that exceed the shell steel melting
temperature. It is observed that the below-vessel interactions (principally melt
breakup and quenching while falling through the water layer) have a mitigative



effect on the calculation of shell melting for two out of the four variations.
This reflects the partially solidified slurry composition and lower temperature
of the arriving melt.

CONCLUSIONS

The following major conclusions are drawn from the results of the
MELTSPREAD-1 analyses:

i) HELTSPREAD-1 confirms the calculation of shell survival in a wet
containment for the most probable release conditions from NURZG/CR-5423. The
containment shell temperature is calculated to remain below the carbon steel
melting temperature of 1810 degrees Kelvin. In particular, peak shell
temperatures of 1490 and 1230 degrees Kelvin are obtained for Scenarios I and II,
respectively, at a shell location directly facing the doorway. Despite the Many
differences in melt release conditions and spreading behavior, similar maximum
extents of spreading (i.e., maximum spreading areas) are calculated for the two
scenarios. The dryweli floor area is not completely covered by the spread melt;
less than half of the drywell annul us is covered.

ii) According to MELTSPREAD-1, a dry containment may not be threatened by melt
spreading. For the most probable release conditions from NUREG/CR-5423, peak
shell temperatures of 1570 and 1650 degrees Kelvin are calculated for Scenarios
I and II, respectively. The difference from NUREG/CR-5423 reflects the effects
of heat losses and the reduction in temperature undergone by the melt as it
spreads to the containment shell in the MELTSPREAD-1 calculations. These effects
were conservatively neglected in NUREG/CR-5423. However, it should be cautioned
that the sensitivities to parameter variations in a dry containment have not been
examined as they have for a wet containment.

iii) There exist parameter ranges within which shell failure may be calculated
in a wet containment. Shell inner surface temperatures that exceed the melting
temperature are calculated only for Scenario I and for those four variations
relative to the reference case that involve the assumptions of no retention in
the pedest.il sumps, a downward convective heat transfer coefficient reduced by
50 percent, tunneling flow between the pedestal doorway and shell instead of
spreading, and a stable crust freezing mode as opposed to bulk slurry freezing.
In the latter case, only transient melting at the shell inner surface is
calculated; melting does not extend into the shell thickness.

iv) The inclusion in the analysis of the realistic effect of below-vessel melt-
structure and melt-water interactions conservatively neglected in NUREG/CR-5423
can reduce the set of parameter ranges for which shell failure is calculated.
In particular, shell inner surface temperatures exceeding the melting temperature
are calculated for the assumptions of minimal retention in the sumps and a
reduced downward heat transfer coefficient. The principal effect is the breakup
and quenching of released melt in a deep layer of subcooled water. This
transforms the released melt into a slurry with a reduced temperature. The
below-vessel interactions were found not to significantly influence the maximum
spreading extent.

v) The maximum extent of spreading and the containment shell temperature are
more sensitive to parameter variations in the melt spreading phenomena than to
melt release conditions. Within the range of uncertainty in the melt



imnobilization criterion, the spreading nelt is calculated not to even reach the
shell. In particular, the assumption af melt i«wbilization at a slurry solid
volume fraction of 0.6 results in a maximum spreading area of 35 square meters
in both Scenarios I and II relative to a value of 39 square meters corresponding
to shell contact and a spreading area of 73 square meters in the reference case
calculations.
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Table 1. MELT RELEASE CONDITIONS OBTAINED FROM NlR£G/CR-5*23

Mass Released, Kg

Volume Released, nr3

Melt Release Rate, Kg/s

Melt Composition, wt%

IT

Fe

Cr

Ni

ZrO2

UO-

Initial Superheat of Released Melt, K

Density, Kg/m3

Scenario I

Initial
Release

I060C0

i 12.5

70-550

ia

11

71

37

S500

Long-Tent
Release

62SQC

| 7.5

7

IS

- "

11
71

37

8500

Scenario II

Initial
Release

< 224CCC

' 30

18.7

24

45

10

5

6

10

87

7480

Long-Term
Release

I23CCC

15

7

9

Q |

0 j

24 |

65 ;

87 j

8210 !

Table 2. MELTSPREAD-1 REFERENCE CASE CALCULATIONS
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He.

1
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I
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I

H
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wet
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Ani'ysi! ;f ze'sm- •
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Table 3. HEITSWEAD-I SENSITIVITY STUOY FOR SCENMIO I ; WMMTIONS ARE PERFOMCD RELATIVE TO CASE 1

C M * Mo. Variattea •aeeibir: laaee
ef *art*1e or
ExtraaeVatae

ela

7

1

9

10

Increase IntttaT juaarheat f*e». 37 to H i K NUP calcvlaclaa

Inereaae Initial release rate fre» SH to lUfl *«/• UHXf/s M*r catealattaa

osttdiad Zr fre»3l NMP calcalaclea

Change aelt caapastttoii f r e a l a a t X Z r - l l B t X Zrt, - 7 l « t X U e , t s Z Z a t X
Zr - 17 at X F« - 1 at X I r t j - N at X «

NMW cakaletlaa

U Change aaTt< sitlon toUatXZr-MatXSS-ZlatXZrflj-UatlM^ Wi l l Nad 1 eskalatle*
release of aaam care eta»n1eea
steal

12 Dang* eancrctx titloi f rs It t to i l l Stlli IcltttOMhtp M a n !•* r*l«M*

13
14

Daerws* gTa beta • mri itaTI froa M ts a Saaculatfa*

Oacrww taajarttur* boundary cami\t:<m far aclt-ta-*ticll
the llquidua to t l» joliduj

«it<fe« t *
l

tint

15 Daeran* tantaiTizitian lolld vaTva fractfot frea 1.0 to Q.« 3.5 to t.fl fTaa of hlMry aeUlTfe
<7Toys Jnd parttcTa-Tfavfd
•Ixturaa

ts Qwnfa aaTt fncztnj fraa Balk rraccinf to enat Cnwt fraac1«| Existing data en fraac«a( of
f l aalta

17

ia

lonora dany haat baaai at internal laatinf
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kawad on lataraaT haattaa.

19

20

Kalaa a«tant of cnariatien of danicaT raacHawa fraa vartahia to IM 100 Maaar kawrt m eaajtatiaa
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by a factor of 0.5
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24
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Table 4. MElTSPREAO-1 SENSITIVITY STUDY FOR SCENARIO II; V/WIATICHS ABE PESFOHHED SELAJTVE TO CASE 2

C M .
NO.

Ur tit ton g
j f Vartaota or |
ixtrmm Value 1
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Table 5 . RESULTS OF MELTSPN&tt-l CALCULATIONS R * SCOW 10 I
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Figure 5. Spreading Channel Nodal1zitIon for
Investigation of Tunneling Flow Effects.

Figure 6. Spreading Profiles for Scenario !
Wet Reference Case.
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Figure 6, Spreading Profiles for Scenario I Viet
Reference Case.

Figure 7, Maximum Spreading Extent for Wet
Containment Reference Cases.
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Figure 8. Material Depth and Melt Temperature
Adjacent to Shell for Scenario I Wet
Reference Case.
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Figure 9, Shell Inner Surface Temperature for
Scenario I Wet Reference Case.
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Figure 10. Spreading Profiles for Scenario II
Wet Reference Case.
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Figure 10. Spreading Profiles for Scenario II Wet
Reference Case.
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Figure 11. Material Depth and Melt Temperature
Adjacent to Shell for Scenario II Wet
Reference Case.
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Figure 12. Shell Inner Surface Temperature for
Scenario II Wet Reference Case.
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Figure 13. Sensitivities for Scenario I: a) Maximum Melt Spreading Area; b)
Maximum Material Depth Adjacent to Shell; c) Difference Between
Maximum Melt Temperature and Solidus Adjacent to Shell; and d)
Maximum Shell Inner Surface Temperature Rise.
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Figure 14. Sensitivities for Scenario II: a) Maximum Melt Spreading Area; b)
Maximum Material Depth Adjacent to Shell; c) Difference Between
Maximum Melt Temperature and Metal Phase Solidus Adjacent to Shell;
and d) Maximum Shell Inner Surface Temperature Rise.


